THE WAR WITH  FRANCE,   1793-1815
Yet, when every criticism has been made, it may well be Pitt's
doubted whether a better Minister could have been found. coSage.
In 1802, Canning declared: " Whether Pitt will save us, I do
not know, but surely he is the only man that can/'1 Auck-
land wrote in 1794, " You would all be kicked out before
the end of the session if there was a suitable man to put in
the place of Pitt/'2 Fox and his followers were even more
pacific than Pitt; they had no sounder military ideas and no
more administrative ability. Those who, after the deaths
of Pitt and Fox, took charge and brought the war to a
successful conclusion, were trained under Pitt, and succeeded
in vastly different circumstances from those in which Pitt
laboured. At least Pitt had optimism and courage: he was
indomitable: he was always ready for peace, never for
surrender. In 1797, in 1801 and in 1806 England stood
practically alone, yet Pitt's courage never faltered. He
lacked the faculty of his father to take the initiative; he
possessed too much caution and prudence to act on the
offensive; but he had all the fortitude necessary to keep
England firmly attached to her task of resisting France
and Napoleon to the end.
In 1806, the year of Pitt's death, Prussia, whose delay in Prussia
entering the war had been a serious obstacle to the Coalition^ Napoleon7
resumed hostilities against Napoleon. She was now fighting
alone, unsupported except by England, and within a week
her army had been completely overthrown at Jena, and
ten days later the French army occupied Berlin. Prussia
collapsed and Russia was the only important Europ|an
power still opposed to France. In the next year, therefore,
Napoleon turned against Russia. The Battle of Eylau
provided a surprise: both the French and Russians claimed
the victory; losses were about equally divided, but the
Russians withdrew in good order. The Battle of Frledland,
however, which followed shortly afterwards, was definitely
a victory for the French, and though the Russian army was
not destroyed nor its power broken, yet Russia's morale was
seriously reduced and she no longer desired to continue the
1	Fortescue, Ibid., p. 174.
2	Grant-Robertson, England under the Hanoverians, p. 381 n.

